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As the school year comes to a close, some people are
about to begin another year, and for other, another stage,
of their lives.
In this past quarter alone, we've witnessed the passing
ofPope John Paul 11, had the privilege of finally seeing
the long-awaited third episode of Star Wars, and
discovered deep throat's true identity. People have waited
years for these things to happen, as though there would
never be an end.
Deep throat, who turned out to be 91-year-old former
FBI executive W. Mark Felt, concealed his second identity
as the infamous Watergate informant to The Washington
Post for nearly 30 years. Most of us haven't even been
alive for 30 years and are still trying to figure out our own
single identity. Who are we and where are we going?
It's doubtful that at the end of his life, the Pope said
'I wish I had reflected more.' Shouldn't reflection be
something we do more often throughout the year rather
than being shocked as each year passes us by? He served
as a unique international symbol of balance between
being an individual and being in a role.
Many people are still trying to figure out the division
between those two things. So many of us get so caught
up in where we're going and how things are going to
pay off in the end that we don't think whether or not
we're content in the present really matters. Many of us
are wrong. If the Pope had time to run an international
organization and still have time for himself, there's no
reason we can't have time to just think.
While there is an end to everything; every end can also
mean a new beginning. Next year's accepted freshmen are
entering the stage the graduating seniors have completed.
The seniors are about to embark on a new and exciting
stage of their lives. The freshmen are leaving childhood
behind, while some of the seniors may be having their
own children within the next few years.
No matter where you are in your life, the only way to
find out life's great mysteries is to live. Embrace every
day by asking the questions you want answers to and
trying the things you thought were impossible.
Wherever you're headed, we wish you a happy ending
and a beautiful beginning.
The Spectator Editorial Board consists of Trisha Leonard,
Amy Daybert and Kevin Curley. Signed commentaries re-
FLECT THE OPINIONS OF THE AUTHORS AND NOT NECESSARILY THOSE
of The Spectator, Seattle University or its student body.




The day after the story broke
about Newsweek publishing an
inflammatory - and bogus - story
accusing our military of desecrat-
ing the Koran, reporters at the
daily White House press briefing
reacted in rage. But their rage was
not against Newsweek, for in effect
inciting riots that killed at least 16
or 17 and injured scores more, but
instead at the White House for dar-
ing to criticize Newsweek.
Asked one reporter: "With re-
spect, who made you the editor of
Newsweek? Do you think it's ap-
propriate for you, at that podium,
speaking with the authority of the
president of the United States, to
tell an American magazine what
they shouldprint?"
That goesbeyond arrogance, and
it shows justhow incredibly biased
the big media are. They prefer to
take the side of irresponsible fellow
journalists rather than allow them
to be taken to task for a false story
thatkilled people.
Across the nation, from the
East to the West Coast, the main-
stream media sought to excuse
Newsweek's inexcusable violation
sound journalistic practice and
common ordinary decency. They
reacted in fury, and turned their
fire on the administration and those
Americans who dared to remind
them that freedom of the press is
but half of the equation, the other
being the responsibility that goes
with freedom.
Viewing this fury, I can't help but
imagine what the reaction would
have been ifRush Limbaugh, G.
Gordon Liddy, Michael Reagan or
Oliver North had reported a bogus
story that caused the deaths of not
16people, but just one victim.
I already know the answer. When
the tragic bombing of the Murrah
Federal building in Oklahoma City
took place, Bryant Gumbel took to
the air to blame it on Rush Lim-
baugh, G. Gordon Liddy, Oliver
North (who had been on talk radio
for justone week at the time), and
me. It was our rhetoric, the former
anchor said, that caused the bomb-
ers to do their deadly deed.
Had the four of us - or any other
conservative talk show hosts - did
what Newsweek did, and if people
died as a result, there would be
a media firestorm from coast to
coast. Instead of attacking Scott
McClellan, the White House press
secretary, they'd be urging him to
crucify us. There wouldbe a drum-
beat of criticism that would go on
day after day, until we'd be driven
from talk radio and our names for-
ever blackened.
I know this because I know the
mindset of the ultra-left-wing main-
stream media that was so evident
in their reaction to the Newsweek
scandal.
The other night I had Bernard
Goldberg, the author of Bias, the
book that laid bare the blatant bias
of today's big media. We talked
about 60 Minutes' Mike Wallace's
response to a question asked him on
a PBS special 20 years ago about
Syndicated Column
how he would react when covering
a war involving the U.S. if tipped
off by the enemy that it was plan-
ning an ambush on American sol-
diers. Would he report the pending
ambush to his fellow Americans,
or keep the information to himself
and go on to cover what most prob-
ably would result in a massacre of
American soldiers?
In other words, would he react as
an American, or as a reporter?
His answer - he would cover it
as a reporter; his allegiance was to
journalism not to his country. This
is what we are seeing today. Elite
journalists think of themselves not
as Americans, but as citizens of
the world.
This mindset is playing out today
among the members of the main-
stream media, just as it played out
during the Vietnam War. America is
always seen as the offender, and the
enemy as a victim of alleged U.S.
aggression. Saddam Hussein is not
the enemy - George Bush is their
sworn foe.
Atrocities are perpetrated by
Americans at GuantanamoandAbu
Ghraib, not in the torture chambers
and rape rooms of Saddam's Iraq.
Vicious killers slaughtering their
own countrymen by the hundreds
are not the foe - the U.S. troops
attempting to help the Iraqi people
enjoy the fruits of their newfound
freedom are occupiers persecuting
the Iraqis.
When it comes to the liberal me-
dia pinning the blame on someone
for some atrocity, it depends en-
tirely on whose ox is being gored.
Mike Reagan, the eldest son of the
late President Ronald Reagan, is
heard on more than 200 talk radio
stations nationally as part of the
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Almost eight years ago, Will, a buddy of mine, gave the convoca-
tion speech at the beginning ofour last year ofhigh school. Of course
I don't remember much of what he said but I do remember that the
underlying themeof the speech was based offAnnLamott's bookBird
by Bird: Some Instruction on Writing andLife. Essentially, the titleof
the book is based on some advice Ann's father gave her brother when
they were younger. He had three months to write a report on birds
and had put it off until the night before, sound familiar to anyone?
The poor young boy was on the verge oftears realizing the immensity
of the task. His father's advice: just take it bird by bird.
So what's my point to all this? Why am I quoting a friend, quot-
ing an author? Well, because I feel it was some really good advice
and as I look back on the last seven years of my life, now just days
from graduating from college, I think it helped me a lot, whether I
realized I was following it or not.
Now, in this crazy mixed up world we call "now" there'sprobably
no real "typical college experience." Everyone takes their own path.
Some ofus came from small towns where our parents planned every
outting for us and were shocked by the hustle and bustle of being far
away from them in a new city, larger than we'd ever lived in. Some
of us may have spent some or our teenage years on the streets but
got our acts together enough to be able to get into a great university
and get a great education.
Some of us, the Mat-Rats, did high school and college all in six
years. Some of us changed our majors half a dozen times before
settling on one that still won't have anything to do with our eventual
careers; so we'll end up managing a Starbucks for a living. Some
of us the lucky few knew exactly what we wanted to do the day we
first came here; plotted that course and now have congruent careers
all lined up for us at investment banking firms that will make us
enough money to pay off the student loans and buy a condo by the
time we're 25.
None of those types ofpeople are me and since this is my lastarticle
for The Spectator and because I never got to make a convocation
speech, and as far as I know I won't be making any commencement
speeches next week, I'm going to take this opportunityto tell you my
path, in 150 words or less, in the hopes that some of you freshmen
or anyone else who may be fretting over the fact that you have no
idea what you're going to do, will take heart and relax. Knowing
the path and following it are not always the same.
So, I didn't screw around after high school, I did enough of that
in high school. I went straight into college, even knew my major,
international Studies, and stuck through it until the end. After one
year though, I joinedthe Navy. That didn'twork out so thenI worked
in a couple of entry level jobs before I returned to SU. Along the
way I met a girl, got married, then divorced. C'est la vie.
Back at SU I plugged along taking a full load most of the quarters
but did take some timeoff to work in the state legislature and then,
last year; run for state representative. After that I did the required
study abroad in France and now, here I am: last quarter, last class
- Art and Religion - don'tput them off like I did.
What's more, all this timeI really wasn't sure what I was going to
do with and International Studies degree. Who is really? But God
orfate, ifyou wish, has a way ofworking things out and a career in
real estate hit me a few months ago so that I'm already well on my
way to making the money I need to live while I focus on my real
passion, which has always been politics.
So my advice to you: don't worry about what the long term future
holds, don't ignore it either, just don't worry about it and take life
one day at time or "bird by bird." Ifyou need to take some time out
ofthe classroom or if a great opportunity like an internship or world
travel presents itself, go for it. Not everything you need to learn
will happen behind a desk and your original plan of action, set out
the summer before your freshman year, will quite likely need some
changes made to it. And if you take no other advice remember to
always follow your dreams, however corny that may sound.
Mark Griswold is a senior international studies major. Send




Earlier this month, a Seattle District Court Justice
awarded Paula Roemer$45,480 in damages due to the loss
ofher pet cat. The fine, which is to be paid by the ownerof
the dog whichkilled the cat, is one of the largest payments
nationwide for lawsuits pertaining to the death ofpets.
Roemer's cat Yofi, was killed by a neighbor's dog,
which snuck into Roemer's yard, while its owner was
away. Wallace Gray, the dog's owner, acknowledges that
the incident was in part due to his own negligence and
for having a dilapidated fence on the border of the two
properties. However, Gray was not present at the time
of the incident, but is still forced to deal with the conse-
quences of the actions of his dog; how can the owner of
an animal possibly be responsible for the actions of that
pet, especially considering that Gray was not even present
at the time of the incident.
This lawsuit, along with the thousands ofothers like it,
which are occurring with a higher frequency than at any
point in the past, highlights one of the growing problems
within our culture. As a society, we have become more
accustomed to the idea of shifting the blame for our own
misfortunes, rather than dealing with what life throws our
way and living with the consequences.
Recently we have become fixated with the notion of
attaining the ideal life, a life in which everything goes
according to our plans, and whenever it doesn't live up to
our personal expectations we begin to look toward others
so we can pass the blame ofour personal dilemma's onto
someone else.
As was exhibited in Roemer's lawsuit, our society does
not take the negative experiences oflife as an opportunity
to grow from; instead we take experiences solely as an
opportunity to further our pursuit of the ideal. Whenever
something happens which interferes with thepursuitofour
ideal life, we quickly look to shift the blame away from
ourselves and onto someone else, so that theproblem is no
longer reflective ofour own personal shortcomings.
Roemer claimed thather connection to herpets extended
beyond her relationships with people, and while itremains
tragic that she lost something close to her - something
that she loved - it is unfair to blame the owner of the dog
that killed her cat. The owners of pets cannot be held
responsible for the actions of that animal. There is a point
at which theresponsibility ofones possessions, including
pets, does not extend to the owners. Gray is notresponsible
for the actions ofhis pets. No person can have complete
control over any animals that they own, and they should
not be held responsible for the actions and events related
to theirpets.
The amount ofmoney in reparations due toRoemer is
extreme, but this lawsuit highlights a societal issue which
extends beyond the confines of this case, and beyond the
courtrooms of the nation.As individuals we need to leam
to live with what life throws at us, take all experiences
- both goodand bad - as opportunities to grow from. Stop
passing the blame ofpersonal misfortunes and problems,
and learn to live with and grow from what life sends your
way. Deal with the issues that present themselves.
There aremany places in which our societycan improve
upon, but until individuals are willing to take the events of
their lives as they come, our society and our lives as indi-
viduals cannot move forward and be improved upon.
Nick Lollini is a freshmanfinance major. Send
feedback and comments to Nick at lollinin@seattleu.
edu
Wake up, put awayyourblinders
Trisha Leonard
Editor-in-chief
For those ofyou that work, ask yourself: do my habits
revolve around my work schedule, or does my work sched-
ule revolve around me? I imagine that many people will
answer the latter at this point in life—we're students too,
so we're allotted more flexibility in terms ofjob schedules.
But what about those out working in what some call 'the
real world?'
For example, not all the people that work for places like
UPS work therebecause they're insomniacs—they're insom-
niacs because they workhere. But why do people work the
graveyard shift at these places?
It goes beyond night shifts and into the blue-collar
world.
I come from a community of farm-workers. When I go
home, I driveby the fields and see all these people in layers
to protect their skin from the sun, no matter what the tem-
perature is. They'rebent over in the strawberry rows all day,
from when they carpool out to the fields at dawn, until the
whistleis blownas thesun sets. Thesepeople work incredibly
hard for such low wages.
When they have health problems, many of them can't
afford medical help or a chiropractor to ease their back
pain. Many of them don't speak English, grossly limiting
their work opportunities. Some have followed in a parent's
footsteps. It's all they know. For many of them, this is all
they can do. But don't you dare look down on them, they
do back-breaking work manyofus will never know, or care
to know, inour lifetime.
In my dad's case, working atUPS was thebest paying job
he couldget at the time.He got anAA degree insolar technol-
ogy froma communitycollege, butUPS offeredhim security
and benefits thathe couldn't pass up. By thetime he got out
ofschool, solar technology wasn't inhigh demand.Besides,
he has a family to take care of. So, every nighthe diligently
puts on his brownhat and leaves the house at 6:30 p.m.
He comes back between 6:30a.m. and 9 a.m. the next day.
Much longer and harder work than your typical 9 a.m. to 5
p.m. white-collarjob. Not to say thatoffice jobsaren't chal-
lenging or a lot ofwork, but they're not manual labor.
So I ask you, when you pass by these places, not to judge.
These people are doing what they have to do, whether it be
because ofconditions orfor their family. Be open to opening
your eyes. It's OK to have your views on these things, but
don't shut out the possibility of learning that you may not
always be right.
TrishaLeonard is a senior journalism major. Send





2004-2005 school year in review:
Two SU graduates aided in the rescue and
reconstruction effort after being present
in Sri Lanka when the the tsunami struck.
After the disaster, Casey Johnson trav-
eled to Batticaloa, on the eastern coast
of the country, to work with a local group
of professionals coordinating support
for the survivors. He took this photo of
a child in a refugee camp getting her in-
fected foot cleaned. Meanwhile, traveling
throughout the devastated seaside vil-
lages along the country's southwestern
coast, Adam Salmon struggled to rescue,
clothe and feed the orphaned children.
Salmon is the founder and executive di-
rector of Asiana Education Development,
a non-profit organization which operates
71 schools and a residential facility for
orphaned and refugee children, victims
of the ongoing civil war.
Photo courtesy of Casey Johnson
Tsunami
disaster
On Dec. 26, the largest natural disaster of our time
occured. Over 100,000people died in the Indian Ocean
calamity and over a million were left homeless.
In addition to aid from different governments, there
have been fundraising campaigns all over the world,
while non-profit organizations like the Red Cross/Cres-
cent and the Catholic Relief Services are attempting to
tackle relief, refugee and rebuilding services.
Seattle University, with its social justice mission, has
strongly supported the fundraising campaigns and intern-
ships for the tsunami crisis.
In February, SU and Seattle Pacific University com-
bined forces for the first time in history to launch a
major fundraising campaign called the "One to Five
Campaign." The scheme was to have every student do-
nate 1 to 5 dollars, and for every dollar donated, a piece
of paper was attached to a chain and the chains of the
two schools were attached at the SU vs. SPU basketball
game in March.
In addition, the Catholic Relief Services partnered with
SU's International Development Internship Program to
form an internship for students to go to Sri Lanka and aid in
therelief work.Also, the SU chapter ofEngineersWithout
Borders took on the laudable mission this spring break to
build a dormitory for 60 children in Thailand.
SU held a multi-faithvigil for the victims, and the an-
nually held Interfaith Prayer for Peace focused on faith
and crisis. The Taize prayers, which are held duringLent
and Easter, focused one oftheir prayers for the tsunami
victims and their friends and families.
A mere 100 days after the tsunamis hit, reconstruction
work was still slow and continues to be. Since media
coverage of the disaster has tapered off, people have
begun to forget the tsunamis, and donations are beginning
to wane, according to John Roberts, the director of the
Buddhist Council of the Northwest, which is trying to
build 50 houses in southeast Sri Lanka. Roberts visited




The year 2004 marked the closest
presidential election ever. Months of
mudslinging before elections labeled
President GeorgeW. Bush apoor leader
in the"war on terrorism" andSen. John
Kerry a "flip-flopper."
Seattle University hosted election
education forums - which many
deemed one-sided- and provided vot-
ing registration information.
The night of Tuesday, Nov. 2, SU
students ate pancakes and discussed
politics at the Voting with Pancakes
event, whileTV screens blared in the
background, giving the latest election
updates.
The nation - perhaps even the world
- held their breath to see how swing
states, such as Ohio and Florida, would
vote. To the surprise of many - after
little to no dispute and after exit polls
asserted otherwise - President George
W. Bush was reelected.
Like thepresidential election, Wash-
ington's gubernatorial election was
one of the closest elections in history.
However, unlike the presidential
election, it didn't prove to be so
clear-cut. Republican gubernatorial
candidate Dino Rossi won the original
count Nov. 2, as well as a machine
recount, but Democrats pooled their
money together to fund ahand recount
that gaveDemocrat gubernatorial can-
didate Christine Gregoire a 129-vote
victory margin.
Republicans claim that errors and
illegal votes - as well as fraud inKing
County's election division - stole the
election from Rossi. While Gregoire
is currently Washington's governor,
Rossi and others are fighting the deci-
sion in a trial that began May 23 and
is still in progress.
SU president, Fr. Stephen Sundborg,
SJ, and SU School ofLaw professor
David Boerner were asked to sit on
King County's recently formed Com-
mission of Elections.
A new pope
April 2, 2005, marked the death of
Pope John Paul 11, the only pope most
students have known in their lifetime.
His death was preceded by years of ill-
ness, later confirmed to be Parkinson's
disease.
Ten days passed until his burial, giv-
ing people all over the world a chance
to mourn. Many referred to him as a
"Pope of the world," and felt that he
brought a steady persona to the role.
Shortly after his death, talk of con-
clave and prospective successors were
everywhere. Some believed that the
new person would be a sort of transi-
tionPope; someone who would let John
Paul ll's legacy sink in, and someone
who wouldn'tmake any drastic changes
in the Catholic Church.
On April 19, after just two days of
conclave, German Cardinal Joseph
Ratzinger was elected and ordained
Pope Benedict XVI.
Benedict XVI is the second oldest
pope to be elected since the eighteenth
century. He served as the head of the
Congregation of the Doctrine under
Pope JohnPaul 11.
While more liberal Jesuits at SU
showed skepticism of this decision,
they decided to sit back and see where
this new Pope would take us.
Benedict XVI is now a month and a
half into his papacy. Thus far, he has
pressured Tom Reese, editor ofAmer-
ica magazine, into resigning; appointed
San Francisco Archbishop William J.
Levada head of the Congregation of
the Doctrine, and tried to bypass the
five-year waiting period to make Pope
John Paul II a saint.
It came of no surprise that Benedict
XVI wishes to lead thechurch in a more
conservative direction. In a recent New
York Times article, it was said that he
wants a more orthodox view, but that
his unpopularity may be due to the
fact that he is more willing to stick to
his views, such as his stance on gay
marriage.
Some were disappointed in the choice
ofpope and believe that Benedict XVl's
papacy will cause the church to take a
step backwards, while others claim that
the Catholic Church is not a democracy
and needs a strong pope to enforce tra-
ditional beliefs and practices.
Tent City 3
During the month ofFebruary, Seattle University expressed
a willingness to reach out to the less fortunate by hosting
Tent City 3.
Tent City is a mobile community that takes people off the
streets and provides them with food and shelter while they
make an attempt to get back on their feet.
While Tent City 3 provided many necessities for the less
fortunate, it also gave SU students a look into the realities
and cruelties of life on the streets. Hundreds of students
spent time with the residents of the mobile community and
engaged in such activities as cooking, playing games and
sharing stories about life.
Students learned how to get over their fears and stereotypes
of the homeless and found out that Tent City residents were
everyday people. The experience helped teach students to
have compassion for others in less fortunate situations and
also to be thankful for what they do have in life.
After packing up at Seattle University, Tent City 3 and its
residents moved on to St. Marks
Cathedral.
In light of the success of Tent
City, the Seattle City Council
voted in favor of creating a hy-
giene and service center in Pioneer
Square. The center is going to be
located in the Morrison Hotel on
Third Avenue and Yesler Way.
It will contain showers, toilets,
washers, dryers, counseling ser-
vices, day and night lodging and
indoor meals.
Seattle University is currently
working withTent City 3 residents
in a tutoring program. Tutors are
helping residents with math and
reading so that they can earn their
general education degrees.
Photo by JoeyAnchondo
Tent City 3 resided on SU's tennis courts
during the month of February.
Academic salons
"To converse is human... to salon is divine."
The 2003-2004 academic year marked the beginning of
academic salons at Seattle University. The term "salon"
was chosen because it denotes a laid-back setting where
conversation and reflection is encouraged.
This year's salons, 74 in total, all fell under the theme
of "Consumption and Poverty." A series of panels,
debates, dialogues, films and discussions all explored
different aspects of consumerism, market economies,
globalization and poverty. Poverty was not only defined
in economic terms, but also in terms of one's quality
of life.
Next year's salon theme, "The body: site ofoppression
and liberation," already has over 45 salon submissions.
According to SU's salon website, "The impetus for this
topic is the increasing onslaught of the cultural reinvention
of the body; including, but not limited to the mass media,
the beauty industry's extreme makeovers, the increase
in cosmetic surgery
and severe mental and
physical health issues
stemming from ide-
alization of the 'good
body,' 'the perfect
body' and the 'beauti-
ful body.'"
Next year's salons
will not only be made
up of the usual pan-
els, films, debates and
speakers, but will also
include "soundbody
salons" - mprning tai
chi, gentle yoga, street
smartsprograms, dance
lessons and walk& talk
- to name a few.
The Spectator
Jun. 2, 20054
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Genocide in
Darfur
Since February 2003, Human Rights
Watch estimated that at least 100,000 civil-
ians have died and over 2 million people
have been displaced from their homes in
Darfur, Sudan, as a result of attacks by the
Sudanese governmentand the government-
trained ethnic Jajaweed militias. Seattle
University's chapter of the Coalition for
Global Concern has hosted several educa-
tional events this school year to raise aware-
ness of this atrocity.
The current conflict in Darfur, Sudan, is
part ofa civil war that has plagued Sudan for
over 20 years now. In response to a rebellion
led by two rebel groups in February 2003,
the Sudanese government and Jajaweed at-
tacked the region's civilian population.
For two years, the Sudanese people in the
Darfur region have suffered many atroci-
ties. Governmentforces have overseen and
directly participated in massacres, the raping
ofwomen and girls and the burning oftowns
and villages - including mosques, schools
and hospitals. Water sources and food stocks
have been deliberately destroyed and prop-
erty and livestock looted.
The indiscriminatekilling of sucha large
number ofpeople in Darfurwas condemned
as genocide by the United States in Septem-
ber 2004. Although the U.S has known about
the dire conditions of Darfur civilians and
condemned the Sudanese government for
their actions since late 2003, CGC claims
that the U.S. needs to do more to end the
genocide.
Displayed on posters and table tents dur-
ing the CGC-sponsored Darfur Awareness
Week in May were statements like "The
US has only supplied Darfur civilians with
$135 million in aid in all, while the US
spends over $250 million a day on the war
in Iraq."
The week included various activities that
educated the community on what they can
do to help the crisis, including a talk given
by Darfur survivors. CGC members also
sold green wristbands to help the cause and
raise awareness.
In addition, the SU chapter of CGC sent
two ofits members - Erin Foran, sophomore
English and internationalstudies major, and
Kai Hoffman-Krull, freshman theology
major - to Washington, D.C., to attend a
conference to learnmore abouthumanrights
violations occurring in Darfur.
As of now, United Nations secretary
general Kofi Annan has visited the war torn
Darfur with hopes ofkeeping donors com-
mitted to the millions of dollars that they
have pledged and get the rest of the money
necessary to help Darfur civilians.Annan is
also trying to encouragepeace talks between
therebels and the government forces that had
been stalled since December.
CGC members are starting a club next
year completely devoted to the Darfurcrisis.
If you are interested in helping to form a
Students TogetherAction Now: Darfur club
at SU, please contact Kai Hoffman-Krull at
hoffmank@seattleu.edu.
Corrie versus Caterpillar, Inc.
With the help of the Seattle University Law
Clinic, the Corrie family filed suit against
Illionois-based Caterpillar, Inc., on Mar. 15,
just one day before the two-yearanniversary
of their daughter's death.
Rachel Corrie, a 23-year old studentactiv-
ist, was bulldozed to death while protesting
the demolition of a Palestinian home by the
Israeli Defense Force. Her death was not the
first incurred by the demolitions in the Oc-
cupied Territories, and thus a lawsuit against
Caterpillar to halt distributionofmachinery to
the IDF and for personal damages was filed.
The main issue of the case surrounds the
amount ofresponsibility to which Caterpillar
should be held accountable. At first glance
it would seem that the corporation cannot
help how its machines are being used; hence
they should be able to sell their product to
whoever is willing to buy. Indeed, this is
the formal position Caterpillar has taken
throughout litigation.
However, there is strong evidence that Cat-
erpillar knew how its product was being used,
and United States International law stipulates
that a corporation that is knowingly aiding
and abetting violations of human rights can
be held accountable.
The case the SU Law Clinic helped the
Corries file, uses this evidence in seeking
damages and injunctive relief, or forcing
Caterpillar to stop supplying theirbulldozers
to the IDF.
Since the case was filed, four Palestinian
families were added to the list of plaintiffs
against Caterpillar. These families are the
victims or representatives offamily members
who were killed or injured during the demoli-
tion of their homes by the IDF.
On May 26, Caterpillar responded with a
motion to dismiss the case.
"Their main argument is that [the Corries]
are asking the court to recognize a novel
theory of liability for international law crimes
- that corporations who do business with a
government committing violations should
not be found liable, or it would affect com-
merce worldwide," said the Corries' lead
counsel Gwynne Skinner, adjunct professor
at Seattle University.
Skinner, along with the rest of the Corrie
team, is currently working on a response. The
court will likely hear the argument for the
motion to dismiss at the end of the summer.
National champions
Overall, this year was characterized by
many highlights in Seattle University sports,
but what remains unforgettable still is the
victory of the men's soccer team in the divi-
sion II national championships.
A distinctive combination of team unity,
spirit and hard work resulted in the record
breaking season and eventual national
championship title. The season started out
under the radar, like many
before. However, after the ini-
tial sweeping victories caught
the attention of the students
and the media, no one could
help but get caught up in the
team's captivating momentum
and spirit.
Looking back, there were
many instances this season
that would categorize as
nothing short of miraculous,
seemingly foreshadowing the
team's victorious future. For
instance, in the game that was
tied against Incarnate World
until and the winning point
was scored in the last three
seconds of the game by Alex Chursky.
In addition to their NCAA Division II
championship title, the team managed to
set a few more brow-raising records. The
season ended with the team remaining un-
defeated for 23 consecutive matches, tying
for the best in NCAA Division II men's
soccer, as well as third for most consecu-
tive wins.
Photo by William Hurd
The men's soccer team was the ninth team
in NCAA Division II history to finish a sea-
son as undefeated national champions.
Dannette's dismissal
The beginning of winter quarter brought
more than strong wind and cold weather: it
brought pink flyers and stickers that read
"REINSTATE DANNETTE."
Dannette Sullivan, associate provost of
Enrollment Services, was dismissed on
January 4 after nearly 17 years ofservice to
the school. Provost Sue Seeker sent out an e-
mail stating that Sullivan had 'left to pursue
other opportunities,' but others believed she
had been terminated.
Sullivan would not comment, but a group
consisting ofstaff, faculty, students andother
members calling themselves "Concerned
Friends of Dannette Sullivan" voiced in
protest.
While they claimed she was dismissed for
no reason, the administration consistently
said the move was part of the strategic plan
for the school, a plan designed to update the
systems and services offered.
Others had a problem with the way the
news was delivered. They didn't think it ap-
propriate to announce her dismissal through
an impersonal e-mail.
The "Concerned Friends" were adamant
about getting Sullivan back, but their fo-
rums, letters and hot pink stickers didn't do
any good. The administration admitted that
an e-mail may not have been the best way to
go about delivering the news, but they still
stood by their decision.
While Sullivan's dismissal took much
of the limelight, Judy Sharpe, of auxiliary
services, was also dismissed after working
at SU for 28 years. The dismissals of such
long-time staff had some faculty and staff
concerned about the direction SU is going.
A letter stating this concern, signed by fac-
ulty, was sent to the Board of Trustees and
Board of Regents. The Board of Trustees
addressed the letter behind closed doors in
a meeting Feb. 28.
Photo by Trisha Leonard
Nick Lofing, a member of the
"Concerned friends ofDannette
Sullivan" spoke to students,
faculty, staff and administra-
tion at a forum about Sullivan's
dismissal.
Economic slump
The economy has been on the decline for
the past few years and it has created prob-
lems for college students - from financial
aid to finding a job after graduation.
The sale of government bonds to foreign
investors, which counteracts government
spending, is on the decrease. The large debt
and increase of foreign imports has caused a
slow growth in the economy, thus the U.S.
dollar is losing value worldwide.
The weak U.S. dollar has had a direct
effect on students who are studying abroad.
Many have had to reconsider their budget
because their money doesn't buy as much
as it used to.
Also, with the economic slump and the
cost of the Iraq War building up, the govern-
ment is making cutbacks in different areas
such as education. Federal financial aid is
seeing a huge cutback and various loans,
such as thePerkins Loan will be diminished
to zero in the next 10 years from its once
$ 100 millionbudget. While the government
will increase its Pell Grants $500 and give
an extra $100 to low-income students, it is
still not enough to cover the rising costs of
tuition and inflation.
This lack of aid is creating a situation
where many students will have to seek loans
from banks that have a higher interest rate
and will keep students in debt much longer
after graduation.
Those who are graduating this year won't
dodge the economic slump. Graduating
seniors are finding it harder and harder to
get a job after college. Since 2002 there has
been a 50 percent decrease in employers
seeking employees withbachelor's degrees.
There are a few fortunate students who have
been able to secure a jobthrough a previous
internship, but there are also many who will
be doing work outside their desired field
after graduation.
Many inquiring minds want to know - is
there a light at the end of the tunnel?
It does not look like there will be one any-
time soon. According to CNN/Money, 70
percent of college graduates plan on living
at home until finding suitable employment.
The same poll asserts that, while70 percent
of college students might only have to pay
$8,000 a year for tuitionout of theirpocket,
the rest of the money is coming from grants
and loans.
Stories by Canda Harbaugh, Trisha Leonard, Katie Musselman,
Megan Peter, Nick Shekeryk and Hanisha Shewakramani.
The Spectator







Free SU T-shirt when
selling books!
Get more cash NOW: demand is high for
Fall books. Don't wait; your books will lose
value after June. Save to 62% when buying
and selling Used Books.
Seattle University
Bookstore
University Services Building 12th & Marion 206-296-5821
Taking the plunge
Mark Griswold
College grads give advice to this year's seniors
Staff Writer
It's the day all seniors look forward to: Graduation
Day. The ceremony is called Commencement, a word
that means to start something. The fact that it is used
on a day that many may think of as a celebration of the
end of their college careers is not the least bit contrary,
for college graduation is not so much an ending, but the
first step many will take into that scary thing called the
real world.
David Roni, a 2002 Seattle University engineering
graduate, was faced with such a dismal job market in the
Northwest that he finally decided to pack everything up
and leave the only home he'd ever known to move to sunny
southern California. Adding to the challenge was the fact
thatbefore graduation, Roni had lived with his parents for
all but one quarter.
"Looking back on the situation, I wouldn't want to
move to a new place with two suitcases and no job again.
I knew it would work out one way or another because it
seemed like it was my final choice. It did, but it was that
initial leap of faith that made it so. Being on your own
makes you realize that others get by with much less than
an engineering salary," said Roni.
Sarah Coombs, a 2003 graduate of Portland State
University with a degree in economics, had to also deal
with the responsibilities ofbeing financially independent
after college.
"I guess the biggest difference is that you realize you
are completely responsible for everything," she says. "You
have to work the nine to five. You spend all your time at
work and commuting."
Roni points out one perk to being done with school.
"You run the show, and with that comes other opportuni-
ties to get into things that were once impossible with the
busy academic schedule," said Roni. "It has been a lot of
fun since graduation because of this."
Now that Coombs and Roni have got the hang of their
new responsibilities, they can look back and provide ad-
vice for this year's graduates.
When Coombs moved to Seattle from Portland, she left
many of her college friends behind. Many seniors will
find themselves in the same situation after graduation: a
new location with no university-like microcosm to aid in
making new friends.
"It can be hard to make friends in new places," said
Coombs. "I joined a church youth group and also got in-
volved in politics. Both really helped me connect with like-
minded people who I now enjoy spending time with."
Another thing Coombs and some of her friends
found challenging is cooking. She points out that
it is difficult cooking for one, and in the beginning,
she ended up throwing a lot offood away. For those who
absolutely don't want to cook or don't have the time, she
advises finding out when restaurants and bars have happy
hours and eating at those times to save money.
Also, according to Roni, part of being a "real adult"
after graduation means learning to budget - and not eat-
ing out so much.
"Graduation feels like being thrown into a sink or swim
situation," said Roni. "At first you are out ofyour element
and have to deal with grocery shopping and keeping the
lights and heat on. The first time I went to the grocery
store on my own I picked out CaptainCrunch, Ding Dongs
and alcohol. It was then that 1realized that I couldn't eat
out daily on my salary and 1 must find a way to feed
myself."
Roni and Coombs are not the only ones who
may have been a bit surprised by some of the fl
things they faced after graduation. In fact, so
many people have been surprised by post-gradu-
ate life that some businesses have even cropped up
to educate grads in the subjects they didn't learn in the
classroom - everything from how to do your taxes to
avoiding looking stupid at dinnerparties.
One such business is Cap & Compass. Founded in
1999 by Duke University graduate Jesse Vickey, it offers
"starterkits," books and even multi-day seminars to recent
college graduates.
Vickey's piece of advice: "When you start a job, try to
blend in at the beginning. In other words, your weekend
antics impressed the fraternity brothers but won't earn you
any points in front of the boss. Make an impression, but
not on funny stories. Don't call attention to yourself for
the wrong reasons."
While some students will get a sharp dose of reality
after graduation, others will barely feel the transition, as
they have already dealt with many of theresponsibilities
that graduates face.
"I remember college as being as real as it gets, and for
most of us it wasn't all fun and games," said Roni. "You
were struggling to graduate, pay bills [and] some of us
played sports or joined clubs on top of that."
It may all seem a bit daunting to those who are waiting
to take theplunge, but as Jon Lindeman, a 2004 graduate
or the University of Washington points out, "You'll get
through it. Just take it day-by-day and remember that
everyone you're working with has gone through this
before, so will you."
Managing debt, paying loans
Austin Burton
Staff Writer
Loans and debt.The words strike more fear into college
students than "academic probation." Whether you're bor-
rowing $500 or $50,000, most students who pass through
a four-year institution will at one point or another be faced
with theprospect ofrepaying a loan to the government, a
bank or some other financial organization.
Nicole Retana graduated from Seattle University with
a journalism degree in 2003. When she was done with
school, Retana had about $28,000 in loans to pay back;
$ 17,000in federal loans and $ 11,000in private loans. Re-
tana's husband, also an SU grad, finished school $50,000
in debt. While her husband currently works full-time at
an engineering firm, Retana is a stay-at-home mom to
their two-year-old daughter and occasionally freelances
for local newspapers.
"Besides rent, [school loans] are our highest bill every
month," Retana said.
The first word of advice she gives to students facing
loans in the near future is to research the repayment process
before they graduate.
"I wish I had," Retana said. "I think that ifyou wait, by
the time you graduate you're behind the curve. The best
thing to do is educate yourself early so you know how to
make the most out of your loans and not have the loans
make the most out of you."
There are numerous resources on the Internet for loan
repayment tips, as well as several books and magazines.
The website: www.edamerica.net, offers the following as
part of their "Top 10 list for taking control ofyour student
loan debt:"
• Keep good financial records.
• Stay in touch with your loan provider.
• Know what you owe.
• Open your mail and read it.
• Take advantage of flexible repayment options.




• Beware ofcredit cards.
One aspect ofrepayment is consolidation - combining
multiple loans into one. While students cannot consolidate
federal loans withprivate loans, they are free to consolidate
loans within each category.
Some people are in favor of consolidation and some
aren't.
When Retana went to a friend who worked with student
loans about consolidation, she was told to be careful about
how she consolidated.
"Don't go outside your lenders to consolidate," Retana
warns future graduates. "They're total rip-offs. 1 would
advise people to only consolidate their federal loans."
Retana also gaveone final bit ofadvice: "Whatever extra
you can put on your loans, do it. It will totally pay off in
the long run, even if it's just $20 here and there. Putting
$20 down can save you $1,000 later."
Your new job
Tom Leonard
Now that you have graduated, it's time to enter into the
professional world.
Sure there are those who don't want to make the leap just yet,
but hold out for more direction, a sign, an offer, a winning lotto
ticket, something that might keep the doors open for change.
According to the advice received from parents, aunts, uncles and
other working professionals, the jump to a professional career
must be made withpurpose and direction.
"Try hard, narrow your focus, do what you want to do, and do
it now," said Sara Taylor, a 2002 Seattle University graduate.
Confusion seems to be the natural state for many of those
currently graduating. A gigantic "What now?" follows overhead
everywhere seniors go. Many graduates are lucky enough to have
found their career early and educated themselves accordingly, but
what about the others?
"Ask for guidance," said Taylor. "There is a place on campus
that can help you."
Taylor is referring to SU's Career Development Center. The
services of the center are open to all graduate and undergraduate
students as well as alumni.
Internships are another way of stepping into the professiona'
world. Graduate internships are harder to find than undergrad, anc
whilemany are paid, they do not pay much. Many people conside!
thesepositions as "paying with experience and exposure."
After graduation many will simply fall back into a standard
non-career oriented McJob. This is fine because it keeps mo-
mentum in your job search. Many people get a job and simph
stop looking for anything more. A job is easy to find; however
a career must be pursued. Do not stop looking, and do not settle
People who settle for any job that comes their way often end up
loathing it. This attitude can be evident in their work ethic anc
their demeanor in providing services. It is rare for someone to
find their ideal career on the first try.
We have all heard that the average person changes careers "X"
number of times, but according to the Bureau ofLabor Statistics
it seems there is no definition as to what constitutes a "career''
or a "change." We can, however, infer from society at large that
the number is more than one, so don't feel as if the decision you
make now is final. Whatever jobyou currently have, it is important
that you take pride in your work. Work reflects the person, and
there is always a demand for people who do good work. Good
references and personal networks are often the products ofa jot
well-done.
Distribution Manager
TEN TIPS FOR JOB-SEEKERS
• Attend career fairs.
• Apply for the job you
want.
• Always update your
resume.
• Don't be afraid to ask
for guidance.
• Get references.
• Even ifyou have a job,
never stop looking for
better opportunities.
• Be decisive and confident.
• Be professional.
• Dress for the job.
• A jobinterview is a two-way
negotiation. Ask questions.
The Spectator
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Well, it's over. Seventeen years of education—even
more if you include pre-school, but is anything with nap-
time really considered "school?"—and this is the achieve-
ment, the final product of all those years.
Somehow I thought that "things" would be a little
more clear to me that the world would make more sense
after all of this, and I would feel some sense of crown-
ing achievement. That hasn't really come to me yet. I
still give rough answers whenpeople ask me about what
exactly my major studies are.

























that once I had completed my degree, I would have this
extensive and complete knowledge in my field of study.
That all the varying aspects of business would be clear
and I could explain those concepts to others quickly and
effectively in conversation, and in effect be a "master" of
my field.
Maybe that happens when you get a Master's de-
gree, after all it is in the name, but somehow I now doubt
that. What most of my education has done is shown me
that I really don't know anything.
The other problem, though also a relief when think-
ing of life after graduation, is that classes only serve as
an introduction to ideas, not as the definitive explanation.
We inevitably learn more from being in this university
environment than we learn from class, or at least that has
been my experience.
The endless hours of long discussions or debates
about a subject, concept, idea or the latest politics or
personal revelation that we've had, are where my more
defined attitudes come from, not from the classroom.
Otherwise we would all be getting online degrees from
University of Phoenix.
It is that "pursuit ofknowledge" in the post-class-
room environment that is to be appreciated and perhaps
even held to a greater value. It is the environment in
which you are free to study what you want and write the
way that best suits you and develop the ideas you value
the most. It is the environment in which education is what
is important, not your ability to jump through hoops.
What is frustrating about the perception that we will
become "masters" in our own fields is that the concept is
used to assume there is a commitment, which there is but
it is inflated, between each person and their major and
their field of study. We then use that commitment to de-
fine the person, and then to make inferences about them.
On a surface level that makes sense..
But then when you look at a Campus Voice and the
three things that define a respondent are name, year and


























wanted to have earned Marketing, Visual Arts, English
and Philosophy degrees, but who would have the mental,
financial or time resources for that?
And then people assume you're less interesting of
a person when they discover that you're only studying
business. Or maybe it's just the people that I hang around;
maybe they need to get over themselves.
After all this concern over majors I have to thank
the people thatkeep my sanity as I completed my Market-
ing degree. In particular to Megan Myers, Franc Guerrero
and Karen Overbey for not having given up on a business
It is that "pursuit ofknowledge"
in the post-classroom environ-
ment that is to be appreciated
and perhaps even held to a great-
er value.
Greg Boudreau
major and giving me something to push for and be pas-
sionate about.
Megan convinced me that art was worth doing and
taking seriously, Franc taught me a how-to-do or at least
an approach in doing art and that quantity is quality, and
Karen taught me how to think about art or at least try to
think about it. Now I'll be able to market my art, or art-
fully market.
Well then, we approach Act 2 "The Real World."
Now, I've been hearing many people expressing their
woes about "reality" out there after graduation and asking
me of my own sentiments towards life after school.
Perhaps because I don't intend to really live in real-
ity and plan to live in my own fantasy or because I know
enough people that are not in college and their world does
not appear any tougher to live in than mine. But come on,
how can you be worried, it'll be like a never ending sum-
mer vacation. What's not to love about that?
Photo by Joey Anchondo






It has taken six years in total to reach my
senior year in college. During those six years, I have
experienced a Seattle quake, have seen New York
City's Twin Towers fall, witnessed the beginnings of
an unending war and viewed the tragic effects of a
tsunami, i
A lot happens and a lot changes in six years.
I have voted in two presidential elections, worked
through six different jobs, changed cars six times
and motorcycles twice, yet amazingly I still have the
same shoes as when I started.
Things change and some things are constant. It
has taken six years to plan and execute my educa-
tional path leading to a career 0f... As one looks
back on the time, he or she spent furthering his or
her education, we must first ask whether or not it was
worth the wait.
Was your waiting six years before entering
the professional world worth it? The answer is not
always evident, even after six years; however, I feel
it is worth it. A simple way of finding this out is to
watch Jeopardy. I can now answer a few of the ques-
tions. All in all, that guy on the screen is way more
"Jeopardy" smart than me, but trivia was never my
strength.
From this school I walk away with a baseline
ofknowledge concerning the world of English litera-
ture. I have also inherited a list of things to-do and
books to read that will never end. This, I believe, is
the measure of your education.
That the desire to further your knowledge
does not end on Friday after the final, but continues
throughout your life guided only by personal inter-
est and curiosity; that you will rewrite the paper or
memo because there is something haunting about it;
that it is not money or rewards, but pride in yourself
and the work that represents you as a person.
This is the measure of a good education. And it
is only a beginning. "The more you know—the more
you realize how much you don't know" -Dr. Charles
LaCugna (A quote remembered by my parents from
when they attended Seattle University).
Photo by JoeyAnchondo




musings on college life at SU
Learning comes in small, vivid patches ofjoy
Meyling Siu-Miranda
Features Editor
Editor s note: I have always found
it very difficult to writeabout myself. It's
even harder when you know you'll be shar-
ing the piece with hundreds of readers.
There is a deep vulnerability in the
act. In fact, I was at first reluctant to write
this reflection because—let's face it—a
writer walks on the very fine line of sound-
ing corny. I'll admit it: I'm very nostalgic,
so forgive me if I fall into the sentimen-
tal abyss. I will try my best not to sound
cheesy, justhonest.
***
I never had teachers throughout high
school. My parents worked hard to send my
brother and me to a French school in Mana-
gua, Nicaragua. While most of my peers
waited for their next teacher to come to the
classroom, I flipped through the pages of
my course packet learning to pronounce
English sounds, my white uniform shirt
sticking to my back because of the humid-
ity.
During my four years in high school,
I studied through correspondence with only
tutors to rely on. It wasn't until I began my
college education that I discovered how
lucky students were to have a teacher.
At Seattle University, I have found
wonderful professors—true mentors and
friends. Instructors who have challenged
me over and over.
During my first quarter here, I
remembered sitting in a corner of the
classroom feeling miserable because my
journalism professor had just told me in
front of the entire class to speak louder.
I wanted to be swallowedby the
earth for the embarrassment: I could hear
myself perfectly well! At least, I believed
so. I thought the teacher took pleasure in
torturing me that it was his own way to
claim revenge for his own suffering during
his college years.
But throughout the quarter, I realized
that my teacher was shaping one of the
most important features for my journalism
career. After all, how was a soft-spoken
journalist able to work her way into a
crowd ofjournalists to get a quote from her
source?
My first lesson then was that there
was no longer room in journalism for the
silent little girl raised in a small colonial
town. I have learned to be more asser-
tive and outspoken. Thank you, Professor
Tomas Guillen for that!
Then came "Deadline 101": Nerve-
wracking class ses-
sions spent in front
of the computer
watching the cursor




sweat and froze on
top of the keyboard,
but my teacher was





say as she peeked






to lie and say that in
a magical spell I was
able to write the best
prose next to Gabriel
Garcia Marquez. But
after many more in-
class exercises, I was able to trust myself a
lot more. I owe Professor Sonora Jha-Nam-
biar for this wonderful gift.
When my grandfather died, I found
solace in the St. Ignatius chapel, where I
lit a candle for him before boarding my
plane back home. One very special person,
however, Professor Gary Atkins, helped me
more than he will ever imagine. He encour-
aged me to channel my pain and write
about him. Now, I have a story to read to
myselfwhenever I miss grandpa. Thank
you, Gary.
Many other professors instilled in
me an avid curiosity. Professor Michael
Andrews forever sealed my love for phi-
losophy. Communications Professor Mara
Adelman nursed my desire to go into teach-












have had my fair
dose of stress and
temporary dis-
couragement, I've
managed to put the
brain fog and stu-
por behind. Despite






ask me what has
I been my favorite
moment at SU, I
would have to give
you an exact date:
Jan. 2, 2004. We
started that year with a big snow storm.
Naive me, I was riding the six o'clock bus
from Lynnwood to downtown to get to my
first video class at 7:30 a.m.
Yes, I know; I should have stayed
home. Silly me. But the low temperatures
were worth it. I walked down the campus
admiring the white veil and cherishing the
silence that only snowflakes can bring. Not
a single airplane or ambulance disturbed
the peace of the campus that day.
I have been very happy at SU. It's
hard to describe happiness, but for me it
is the small things in my daily routine: a
vivid class discussion, the witty humor of
professors, sharing a meal with my friends
at the Tekakwitha Collegium, the sound of
pages being flipped in the study rooms of
the Lemieux Library. All these small things
made my college life tangible. These were
and will remain happiness to me—simple,
yet fulfilling moments.
My college experience, however,
would have been empty without my friends
and co-workers at The Spectator. I'm
humble to have worked with such a warm
and creative staff. I will always remember
the eruptions of giggles we all had in the
back of the office down in the Campion
basement.
I'm excited about graduating, but my
happiness comes with a sour note —leav-
ing SU. I will miss standing in line at the
Cherry Street Deli talking to Dona Sylvia
about the latest gossip from the kitchen,
or skimming databases with Bob Novak's
help at the library. I will miss the bloom-
ing cherries adorning Arrupe each Spring.
I will miss the late-night snacks in The
Spectator's office.
Thank you all for adding little patch-
es to my quilt. Thank you Angelina for
your constant warmth, thank you Amy for
your unending support, thank you Canda
for your good advice and thank you Trisha
for yourkind words. Sean and Sophie—los
quiero mucho.
To my parents and siblings, you're
the breath ofmy prose. Tio Emilio and Tia
Ines: my graduation is the seed of your sup-
port. And, Kevin, my eternal proofreader,
because ofyou I know I can be on "relax
mode."
I leave with both a sense of sadness
and satisfaction. But life is full ofsmall
sweetnesses, and I can't wait to see what's
ahead.
Photo by JoeyAnchondo
Meyling Siu-Miranda is an inter-
national student from Nicaragua.
Involvement in sports can bring more than a win
J. Jacob Edel
You know when I stepped up to Seattle University in
April 2003 for my prospective student tour, I had no idea
there was an athletic department here.
I didn't even know collegiate athletics existed out-
side ofDivision I. Before I subbed in as the sports editor
last fall, I had never watched the Redhawks play a game.
But after covering SU sports for about a year, I've
got to say I'm glad I
had the opportunity.
Watching SU's
athletes and their oppo-
nents refuse to give up





season goals, I thought
that the athletes felt
like they accomplished
something.
Even though certain programs struggled, I feel like
the success of the others made all the athletes proud to play
for SU. Even when team's lost I felt like there was a suc-
cess story to be told.
Now, I don't mean to insinuate that the job of The
Spectator is to shower the teams with roses, but in my
Sports Editor
Not every team can win, but no team can
win without the other to play. So for ev-
ery loss, there are several victories made
along the way. Win or lose, I'm at least
glad I played.
Jacob Edel
experience, sports are about ups and downs.
Not every team can win, but no team can win with-
out the other to play. So for every loss, there are several
victories made along the way. Win or lose, I'm at least glad
I played.
That's how I feel about work at The Spectator. We're
a team as well, and while we win some and lose some, I
appreciate the fact that we get the chance to play.
So I have to say I'm glad I got the opportunity to
work with everyone there this year. For those staying, I
——1—""~~ hope next year is even
better.
I'd also like to
use this space as an
opportunity to thank
everyone that has
helped me enjoy the




me so much about the
world outside all this.
Thanks for all your
guidance, the good times and understanding. Becky, my
sister, I wish you the best. Your independence is greater
than I thought possible. Traci, my love, I can't wait for
tomorrow. Mom, the smile on my face on graduation day is
for you. Dad, I hope you're proud.Photo by Joey Anchondo
Jacob is a senior journalism major.
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2004
From the top left: Men's soccer coach
Pete Hewing inspired his team to win the
NCAA Division II Championship, his
second national title with Seattle Univer-
sity. Forward Bobby McAlister bends a
free kick around a defensive wall, McAli-
ster was awarded the National Player of
the Year award for his contributions on
the field this year. In the first round of the
NCAA tournament, the Redhawks had a
few missed opportunities like this header
that beat the keeper only to bounce off
the cross bar. In the next round, a team
from Texas played a well-matched game
agaisnt SU, only to lose the game in the
final three seconds. The school honored
the footballers for their achievements
with a ceremony at the Student Center
hearth, MeAlister holds the national tro-
phy. The women's soccer team shadowed
the men's success with a memorable
season as well. They beat SPU, the No.
1 team in the nation, for the first time of
the season in the regional tournament.
advancing to the Elite Eight. Despite fin-
ishing third in the conference with a 12-6
record, the volleyball team didn't make
it into the post season. The team hopes
to continue with a fourth consecutive
winning season next year. They ended the
season with their fifth consecutive win
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Arts & ENTERTAINMENT
Activism, Laughter at Seattle Folklife Festival
William Crane
Guest Writer
Smiles and laughter filled the Seattle
Center last weekend as the annual Folklife
Festival celebrated diversity and happiness.
The Northwest Folklife Festival is an
annual gathering that features four days of
music, food, dancing and crafts. The sheer
number of artists, local entrepreneurs and
musicians shows the depth ofartistic creativ-
ity inside the Pacific Northwest.
This year, more than 1,000 different per-
formances were held for free to celebrate
the coming together of the Seattle commu-
nity. Whatever particular
tastes you might have,
chances are the Folklife
Festival had something
for you. Featuring ev-
erything from European
folk dancing to local
indierock bands, people
young and old flocked
to Seattle Center last
weekend to enjoy the
early tinge of summer
weather.
One of the most endearing qualities of the
Folklife Festival is that it is free of charge
and run mainly by volunteers.
"Volunteers makeFolklife happen, but
let's not kid ourselves. You make it hap-
pen too," said musician Jim Hinde as he
addressed his crowd. While the overrid-
ing theme ofFolklife is celebrating and
embracing your community, like all good
artistic expressions, it operates on many
different levels.
"In a world dominated by opposites
- love and hate, wealth and poverty, hope
and despair- the festival is a celebration
of the strength, hope and resolve that
people and communities derive from
their cultural diversity," stated Michael
Herschensohn, Executive Director of
Folklife, in a press release. The two acts
that rose above therest last weekendwere
Jim Hinde and Clinton Fearon.
Jim Hinde is a local folk singer whose
music is familiar to those who have visited
Pike Place Market, where he is a street
performer. His uncompro-
mising songs dealt bluntly
with his views on freedom
and the current political cli-
mate. Hinde played to a filled
lecture hall early on Saturday
morning as the sun shined
brightly outside.
"Honest people are at-
tracted," Hinde said when
talking of who likes his mu-
_ . ... .. . sic. His songs reflected theCourtesyofjimhinde.com °
need for people to take part
in grassroots activism.
Influences such as early Bob Dylan and
Woody Guthrie were noticeable in his songs.
This idea of activism stems from his life
growing up in the '60s and as a veteran of
the war in Vietnam.
On stage, Hinde added, "I hope I can
convince my fellow Americans to raise their
voice and put a stop to the madness." His
music put into action the thought that art can
transcend mere entertain-
ment and usher in new
thoughts or ideas.
The theme of freedom
and expression also come
across in the music of
Clinton Fearon, a reggae
legend who graced the
outdoor stage on Sunday
afternoon in the shadow
of the Space Needle.
Playing in front ofa large
audience, ClintonFearon
and his Boogie Brown
Band created a fon atmosphere with their
uplifting reggae music. The crowd was enrap-
tured by the pulsating beat ofhis band.
During his performance, the sun broke
through the clouds on an otherwise overcast
day. This ray of hope complemented the
freedom he was singing about.
When asked to describe his music after his
performance, Fearon smiledand said, "It is all
about love and stopping to smell the roses."
Clinton Fearon is a legend within the reggae
community. His work as a session musician
for Lee "Scratch" Perry and his Black Ark
Studio remains a benchmark of Jamaican mu-
sic. Fearon's music was a mix of traditional
reggae and dub. Dub is an offshoot ofreggae
and features extended experimentation and
effects such as echo and fade on the vocals
and instruments.
The Folklife and Bumbershoot festivals
bookend the summer season in Seattle.
Folklife takes place over Memorial Day
weekend and Bumbershoot takesplace every
Labor Day weekend. How-
ever, both festivals differ
from each other.
"Bumbershoot is a grand
show, but Folklife is a life-
style," explained Jim Hinde.
Unlike Bumbershoot, the
Northwest Folklife Festival
did not have the mainstream
musical acts, but did feature
unique artists, musicians
and dancers that might not
otherwise be exposed to the
Courtesyofboogiebrown.com general public.
System CD a Bi-polar Rollercoaster
Christopher Stoll Guest Writer
If Mezmerize were to sit down with a
psychiatrist, the diagnosis would be manic-
depression. The bipolar nature of the CD is
what gives it the greatest dynamic.
System of a Down will launch into a bat-
tering metal slurry but later
return to the calm that has
followed them through all
of their other releases. The
songshit harder thanbefore
but also mellow out more so
as well.
The drums are the best
indication of the dual sid-
ed CD. John Dolmayan
used his bass pedal to crush
the listeners as well as to
entrance them. On their
previous release, Toxicity,
melodies prevailed in each
song. Now, with Mezmerize,
the melodies are slightly
less prevalent, which tend
to be more complicated and
developed. With guitarist
Daron Malakian singing
more on the album with lead
vocalist Serj Tankian, har-
monies reign on the album
more so than most.
8.Y.0.8. is one of my
favorite songs on the album
and a perfect example of
its bipolar nature. System
of a Down launches into a
pounding drum beat and furious guitars but
soon regresses to a rhythmic guitar riff and
a smooth drum beat.
Revenga delivers as well. They demon-
strate muted strumming, but then strip the
music down on the bridge to bare essentials
only to build it up again. Cigaro is a clas-
sic System of a Down song. They deliver a
hard hitting song with lyrics that leave you
puzzled. Cigaro is one the songs that utilizes
melodies, although not always catchy, are re-
freshing to hear. Radio/TV is one of the most
fun songsto listen to on the album along with
Violent Pornography. The reggae/circus beat
that separates the song from the rest of the
album gives a very welcome twist on metal
music. Violent Pornography also presents a
verse that makes the listenerchuckle slightly,
but later in the song, the SOAD that we all
know and love comes out to rock. Cocaine
is a classic System of a Down song as well.
The drumbeat is the best part along with the
guitar. Cocaine hits hard and induces non-
stop head banging.
Question! refreshes the listener with an
acoustic guitar. The rest of the song does not
stay with the acoustic sound, but having both
electric and acoustic sounds gives the song a
little more than the rest.
Sad Statue is a solidrock song with energy
and a mellow and catchy
chorus that balances the
song's other parts. Old
School Hollywood tastes
slightly different than the
rest with its more electron-
ic parts and the symbol
work that John delivers.
The song has great
melodies and solid gui-
tar work that drifts from
SOAD style because it
slows the strumming
down slightly. Lost in
Hollywood is the slower
song on the CD, just as
"Aerials" was on Toxicity.
The songkeeps the energy
but is more radio friendly.
The dynamics that the en-
tire band strives to create
separate this song from
the rest. The song builds
up and crashes down, but
still contains that goodold
rock we love.
Mezmerize aligns itself
with SOAD's style with
the political backing be-
Courtesy of Sony Records , . , .hind many songs, the rag-
ing guitar riffs and howling vocals. But still
the CD has an original flavor that may take
a little listening to pick up. I found that the
album could have been a little longer given
that it only runs for a little more than 36
minutes, but the later release Hypnotize in the
winter will serve to lengthen the experience






9. "Saturday in the
Park" Chicago
8. "Sister Christian "
by NightRanger
7. "Here Igo Again
















Get Ruled by Masters of Cacophony
Molly Layman
Staff Writer
As Creedence Clearwater once said, "Bet-
ter run through the jungle." It's summer and
it's time to go wild. Though local bands
like "Death Cab for Cutie," paint Seattleites
as mopes that don't know how to have fun
— with the addition of sun, this becomes a
false representation.
During the winter, Seattle audiences have
more reason to stay inside and stimulate their
intellect with books. Seattleites aren't sad,
they're bored—as is aptly describedin "Bells
bells bells" on White Gold's upcoming album.
Seattle audiences need to be challenged by
music that has enough intelligent literary al-
lusions to reflect and amuse any bibliophile,
with some entertainment. Seattle is, after
all, the best read city in the U.S. and this
is where the band "White Gold" comes in.
The band consists ofMike Marsidi, David
Greaves,Clayton Cotterall and Whitney Gould
— all students of Seattle University from a
diverse background ofmajors. Ifit wasn't for
this very school, they probably would never
have met. With therecent addition ofBrendan
Titrud, formerly of Poseur, and the recent
bookings at popular clubs like Nuemo's
and Chop Suey are any indication — it's a
meeting that is pleasing Seattle audiences.
The band's live performance is a spectacle,
with lead singer Whitney Gould often wear-
ing various renditions of sailor outfits. This
band however, has something beyond spec-
tacle to offer: it's got talent to back it up.
The first song opens with a cacophonic,
crashing bombardmentofsound reminiscent
of the band Hella, thus introducing a pervad-
ing soundthrough the music — even up to the
seemingly ironic use ofhand claps in "Bells."
Throughout every song, the band flirts with
the dissonant noise embraced by bands like
Hella or Lightning Bolt, while remaining
within the octaves and rhythms generally
accepted, so as not to distance the audience.
The urgency of the vocals on track one,
"How's it Going?" as the LP opens only
further reflects this high energy, which con-
tinues into "In the Event ofa Nuclear War;" a
perfect dance number to engage the audience.
"Bells bells bells," beginning with a
bare bass line similar to Talking Head's
"Psycho Killer," and complete with a later
appearance by maracas, is one of the dan-
der songs. "Bite Your Tongue" is by far my
favorite on the album — a perfect balance
of a catchy lyrics and energy with a proper
amount of intellectual challenge, given the
frequent allusions to the poetry ofT.S. Eliot.
The guitar line, with David Greeves at its
hold, fluctuates into higher octaves. "Bite
Your Tongue" seems like what a less at-
mospheric sitar would sound like; it's like
the war cry of the sitar. The accompanying
lyrics further illustrate this contradictory
tension by communicating the angst of a
generation that has grown up as critical
consumers of the art they now practice.
Overall, the vocal stylings of Whitney
Gould are quite similar to David Byrne.
In fact, if David Byrne and The Zombies
singer Colin Blunstone had a kid that grew
up worshipping David Bowie it would sound
similar to what Gould sounds like: the ec-
centricity of David Byrne with the poten-
tial for the sweetness of Colin Blunstone.
The bass line too goes beyond simplic-
ity by foregoing a two note repetition
to hold its own melodic position within
the music, thus demonstrating the talent
of Clayton Cotteral who has obviously
mastered the execution of the instrument.
Though somewhat electro-clash, the band
steps outside the hollow drum machines that
seem to dominate current bands popularized
on the market. Drummer Mike Marsidi creates
a texture to the sound providing a richness to
the music absent in popularized dancey,
indie bands like The Rapture or The Killers.
Basically, it's the perfect music for when
intellectuals want to party and dance after
a fine meal accompanied by the sounds of
Stravinsky's "Rite of Spring." This music
marks the beginning of the bridge to the fu-
ture: a popularization of the atonal musical
awakening of the 20th century. It's a jungle
of sound and White Gold is carrying on the
torch. Check out White Gold's music atwww.
mvspace.com/whitegoldseattle
Upcoming Shows: June 10, @ The Croco-
dile withThe Catch, The Divorce andDoulor,
June 25 @ Mars Bar with The Purrs, July
15 @ The High Dive with Razßez, Electric
Kisses and The Blakes.
Traveling Pants a Quality Film
Megan Peter
Staff Writer
A pair of jeans that fits the various sizes of
four best friends seems improbable, right?
Well, not in the new film, Sisterhood of the
Traveling Pants. In fact, it is that pair of jeans
that links the friends for the first summer that
they will spend apart.
The movie is about Tibby, Carmen, Lena
and Bridget, who have all been best friends
since birth, yet are all very different people.
However, when they are all together, like
Carmen says in the movie, "We become one
whole person." As the girls begin the sum-
mer before their junior year in high school,
it becomes apparent how different yet how
similar they are at the same time.
Tibby, played by Amber Tamblyn, is the
sarcastic, moody one who is stuck staying
at home while the other three girls are able
to travel to various parts of the world. She
is bitter about having to work at Wallmans,
a Wal-Mart knock-off, and about having to
be an unpaid baby-sitter for her significantly
younger siblings. However, it is a chance en-
counter with 12 year-old Bailey that changes
Tibby's world. It is through this friendship
that Tibby learns more about herselfand other
people than she ever thought possible.
America Ferrera plays the role ofCarmen,
who is outspoken and in some parts of the
movie, she is the most emotional one of the
girls. She spends the summer in South Caro-
lina with her father who she has seen only a
handful of times since he left after her parents
got divorced. Surprises await her when she
arrives at her father's home to find out that
not only is he getting married, but he is also
living with his fiance and her two teenage
children. It is this storyline in the movie that
really grabs the audience and there are a few
scenes with Carmen and her father, that truly




who spends the sum-
mer in Greece visiting
her grandparents and
sketching the landscape.
It is not until she meets
the gorgeous, Kostas,
Michael Rady, that she
comes out of her shell
and sees herself the
way her friends have
always seen her. It is
not an easy transition
and the added pressure
of a family feud does
not help her, but she is
soon able to open up
and begin to enjoy life
in a whole new way.
The fourth friend is
the tall, confident and
athletic Bridget, played
by Blake Lively. She is
spending her summer at
a soccer camp in Baja,
California, where she
has a forbidden crush
on Eric, Mike Vogel,
one ofthe coaches at the
camp. The relationship
Bridget and Eric have leads her to become a
show off on the field and often isolates her
from her teammates. Bridget's intensity about
not only soccerbut also Eric, stems from her
mother's suicide and the lack ofa relationship
she has with her father.
As eachof the stories unfolds, the jeansare
passed around from girl to girl bringing the
wearer a certain amount ofmagic, whetherit
is in a recognizable form or not. More impor-
tantly, they bring the girls together when they
really need the support of theirbest friends.
Courtesy of Warner Bros. Pictures
No matter where in the world the girls are, if
one of the friends are in need, the other girls
are always there for her.
The movie is based on the best selling
novel by Ann Brashers, and while oftentimes
the movie is much worse than the book, this
film is one of the rare times where the two are
comparable. It is an extremely well written
and funny movie, which has you laughing
and crying through out the entire film. It is
definitely one of the best movies of the year
that leaves you with a feeling of happiness




Whathappens whenthe public has moved
on, and you are no longer the brilliant star
you once were? You start a reality show.
Britney Spears has dominated the pop
world since her school girl outfit charmed
the pants off many a young lad and fas-
cinated small children and preteen girls
alike. She came onto the pop scene as a
shy, bubbly virgin from Louisiana, and has
since developed into a chain-smoking, sexu-
ally active divorcee that just recently made
Kevin Federline "that one guy."
The Spears/Federline wedding was
complete with velour tracksuits with .crude
names scrawled across the shoulderblades.
There was no multimilliondollarplanning in
this one. Spears seems to desire regaining
her roots, settling down and starting a fam-
ily, even if it is with someone who has one
ofhis own. Federline has two other children
by former girlfriend Shar Jackson.
But hey, that's her prerogative, right?
As much as I love to scoff at those in the
celebrity limelight who become weirder and
weirder by the interview, I couldn't help
but tune in. "Britney and Kevin-Chaotic,"
Tuesday nights, UPN-11. Spears has cast
a 'toxic' spell across the nation, nay, the
world. You can'thelp butwant to get all up
in her business.
SinceSpears is well aware of the public's
interest in her life, why not broadcast it on
national television? Here's why, Britney
- you justaren't that fascinating. Despite ag-
gressive advertising by UPN-11 who fought
tooth-and-nail for the rights i.> the six part
miniseries, only 3.66 million viewers tuned
in to watch Spears and Federline make out.
The show even lost 10percent of its audi-
ence in the first half hour - meaning that
the few who tuned in quickly lost interest
and tuned out.
The show itself is only mildly entertain-
ing. Spears is fascinating to watch because
for the first time we as a public are able to
see her as she really is, for better or worse.
Federline is basically a moron who was
lucky enough to hitch a ride on Spears'
gravy train. Basically the show is selected
videotapes of the couple during their court-
ship - it shows Britney and Kevin making
out a lot with a few commentaries on what
they were going through at the time. To-
gether they are noNick and Jessica. At least
both of them were really cute.




I'm Steven Klein, LSAT spe-
cialist. Fourteen years and
3000 students later, I don't
think anyone knows more
about this test, or how to teach
it. than I do. That's why I still
teach my own classes. That's
why you should call me.
My nine week course features
36 hours of class time with
weekly help sessions and five
mock exams for the reasonable
price of 5095.
I can answer any LSAT ques-
tion - let me prove it Call now







All questions, comments or concerns can be made at Ext. 6050 or catallar@seattleu.edu
The Associated Students
of Seattle University
wish you the BEST of LUCK
during FINALS WEEK!
GRADUATING SENIORS*
Congratulations & Good Luck
with future endeavors!
RETURNING STUDENTS,
Come back to us safely









who loves kids to take
care of my 10 yr old boy
and 7 year old girl for
about 7 weeks this sum-
mer. 8:30-1:30 4 days a
week. Could also in-
clude Wednesday nights





Capitol Hill family. 4
busy kids ages 11,9,7
and 4. Great $12/hour





for Term Paper Material?
Search engines are unforgiving...
If only I had thevL&'jy right words to
You treat me exP^esS what 1
like all the need
rest....
Ever wish you could "steer* a search engine
toward the informat/on you need? Try
Aware - software that helps you target
the results from major search engines to
your topic. Download the 30-day FREE





























at home. Call 405-447-
6397.
Private mentor and tu-
tor needed for a lovely
teenage girl in Tacoma.
The mentor will work












ence and education in
the fields of Psychol-
ogy, Education or Social
Work. Candidate must
be a college graduate or
be in at least their 3rd or
4th year of college. For
consideration, please
e-mail a copy of your
resume, references and








Take advantage of historically low interest
rates and consolidate your federal student
loans with Wells Fargo today. Interest rates
are anticipated to increase on July 1,2005,
for federal student loans.
When you consolidate with Wells Fargo
you can:
• Reduce your monthly payments by
up to 50%
• Enjoy money-saving repayment
incentives
No minimum balance is required for
applications received before July 1,2005.
Call 1-866-380-1722
Monday - Friday, 8 a.m. to 8 p.m., CT
To be eligible for consolidation, your loans must be in
grace or repayment status.
Marketplace
The Spectator
ThankYou for Advertising in our paper this
year of 2004-2005. It has been an awesome
year of great classified ads and display ads.
This will be our last issue of the year. We will
resume advertising in the Fall towards the
end of September. We look forward to print-




You can also find our
rates and publication dates online at...
www.Spectator-Online.com
I Still need general university requirements? You can choose from a variety of transferclasses at Pierce College for a fraction of the costyou're spending now. Why not takeadvantage of the savings! Choose the location that's most convenient foryou or studyonline anytime from anywhere.Enr°H N IaSS6S St3rillUne 20
LAKEWOOD • PUYALLUP • FORT LEWIS • MCCKORD





"I don't know... concerts? "
Nathan Farb,
Senior, Economics
"I'm sticking with the American
ideology ofpreemption and say-
ing that graduation willprob-










"Nothing really comes to mind








What has been your most
memorable experience ofthe past year?
"Blossoming into a woman. "
Noel Gaudette,
Junior, Visual Art
"My most memorable experi-
ence would have to be the SU
Skate Night. It was such a blast




"Building an 8-foot squirrel
and setting it onfire would be
at the top ofmy list. "
Megan Myers,
Senior, Visual Art
The Spectator
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